
Seeds and Trees Baby Blanket
A simple blanket with a two row stitch repeat 
that is easy to remember and knit.  The result is 
an interesting texture and vertical stripes which 
are visually interesting to knit. With a seed stitch 
border so that it doesn't curl.  The blanket is not 
big  28.5  inches  (73  cm  square)  but  it  is  the 
perfect size for use in a stroller or a car seat.

Skill Level Beginner

Needle Size  US size 9 (5.5 mm)

Yarn Weight  DK (sample made in Schachenmayr 
nomotta Bravo )

Yardage 3 skeins = 435.0 yards (397.8m) 

Finished size: 72 cm x 72 cm 

Other materials needed

A tapestry needle

Abbreviations 

K: Knit

P: Purl

YO: Yarn over

S2KPSSO: Slip two stitches together as if to knit, knit next stitch, pass slipped stitches over.

Reading the pattern 

Stitches between asterisks *....* are to be repeated 

Notes:

The stitch pattern used is a multiple of 12 + 5.  If you would like to make your blanket wider or narrower you 
could cast on more or less multiples of 12.

Pattern 

Cast on 113 stitches.  

Border:

Row 1 – 6 : *K1, P1*, K1

Body: 

Row 1: *K1, P1, K1, P1, K1, YO, K2, S2KPSSO, K2, YO*,  K1, P1, K1, P1, K1

Row 2: *K1, P1, K1, P1, K1, P7*,  K1, P1, K1, P1, K1

Repeat rows 1 and 2 until the blanket is the height you want it to be.

Repeat Border once (6 rows).

Bind off loosely and weave in all ends.
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Chart for body

Copyright

The finished item is yours to enjoy or sell, but the pattern may not be sold or distributed in its form or in any modified form.

If you have any questions email me at:

jessyz@chocolatemintsinajar.com
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